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Abstract In this paper, we present greedy randomized dispatching heuristics for the single 
machine scheduling problem with quadratic earliness and tardiness costs, and no machine idle 
time. The several heuristic versions differ, on the one hand, on the strategies involved in the 
construction of the greedy randomized schedules. On the other hand, these versions also differ on 
whether they employ only a final improvement step, or perform a local search after each greedy 
randomized construction. 
The proposed heuristics were compared with existing procedures, as well as with optimum 
solutions for some instance sizes. The computational results show that the proposed procedures 
clearly outperform their underlying dispatching heuristic, and the best of these procedures provide 
results that are quite close to the optimum. The best of the proposed algorithms is the new 
recommended heuristic for large instances, as well as a suitable alternative to the best existing 
procedure for the larger of the middle size instances. 
Keywords scheduling, single machine, early/tardy, quadratic penalties, greedy 
randomized dispatching rules 
Introduction 
Scheduling is concerned with the allocation of scarce resources to activities over 
time, in order to optimize one or more objectives. In this paper, we consider a 
single machine production scheduling problem. Therefore, in this context the 
scarce resource is the machine, while the activities are the several jobs that have to 
be processed on that machine. More specifically, we consider the single machine 2 
scheduling problem with quadratic earliness and tardiness costs, and no machine 
idle time. 
Scheduling models with both earliness and tardiness penalties are compatible with 
the just-in-time production philosophy, which emphasizes producing goods only 
when they are needed, and therefore considers that both earliness and tardiness 
should be discouraged. Also, a recent trend in industry has been the adoption of 
supply chain management by many organisations. This change to supply chain 
management has also caused organisations to view early deliveries, in addition to 
tardy deliveries, as undesirable. 
We consider quadratic earliness and tardiness penalties, instead of a linear 
objective function. This penalizes more heavily deliveries that are quite early or 
tardy, which is appropriate for practical settings where non-conformance with the 
due dates is highly undesirable. The assumption that no machine idle time is 
allowed is also actually appropriate for many production settings. In fact, idle time 
should be avoided when the machine has limited capacity or high operating costs, 
and when starting a new production run involves high setup costs or times. Some 
specific examples of production settings where the no idle time assumption is 
appropriate have been given by Korman [8] and Landis [9]. 
Formally, the problem can be stated as follows. A set of n independent jobs {1, 2, 
… , n} has to be scheduled on single machine that can handle at most one job at a 
time. The machine is assumed to be continuously available from time zero 
onwards, and preemptions are not allowed. Job j, j = 1, 2, … , n, requires a 
processing time pj and should ideally be completed on its due date dj. Also, let hj 
and wj denote the earliness and tardiness penalties of job j, respectively. For a 
given schedule, the earliness and tardiness of job j are defined as Ej = max {0, dj - 
Cj} and Tj = max {0, Cj - dj }, respectively, where Cj is the completion time of job 
j. The objective is then to find a schedule that minimizes the sum of the weighted 
quadratic earliness and tardiness costs  ( ) ∑ = +
n
j j j j j T w E h
1
2 2 , subject to the 
constraint that no machine idle time is allowed. 
This problem has been previously considered in [18, 25, 21]. Valente [18] 
developed a lower bounding procedure and a branch-and-bound algorithm. In 
[25], Valente and Alves presented several dispatching rules, as well as simple 
improvement procedures. Valente [21] considered classic, filtered and recovering 
beam search heuristics. The corresponding problem with linear costs 3 
( ) ∑ = +
n
j j j j j T w E h
1  has also been considered by several authors, and both exact 
[1, 10, 11, 24] and heuristic [12, 23, 22] approaches have been proposed. 
Problems with a related quadratic objective function have also been previously 
considered. Schaller [15] analysed the single machine problem with inserted idle 
time and a linear earliness and quadratic tardiness  ( ) ∑ = +
n
j j j T E
1
2  objective 
function, while the no idle time version of this problem was considered by 
Valente [20, 19]. The minimization of the quadratic lateness, where the lateness of 
job j is defined as Lj = Cj - dj, has also been studied in [5, 16, 17, 14]. Baker and 
Scudder [2] and Hoogeveen [6] provide excellent surveys of scheduling problems 
with earliness and tardiness penalties, while a review of scheduling models with 
inserted idle time is given in [7]. 
In this paper, we present greedy randomized dispatching heuristics, and analyse 
their performance on a wide range of instances. Several different heuristic 
versions are considered. These versions, on the one hand, differ on the strategies 
involved in the construction of the greedy randomized schedules. On the other 
hand, the versions also differ on whether they employ only a final improvement 
step, or perform a local search after each greedy randomized construction. The 
proposed heuristics are compared with existing procedures, as well as with 
optimum solutions for some instance sizes. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we 
describe the basic elements of greedy randomized dispatching rules. The proposed 
heuristics are presented in the following section. Then, the computational results 
are reported. Finally, we provide some concluding remarks. 
Greedy randomized dispatching rules 
Dispatching rules are quite popular in scheduling, and a large number of papers in 
scheduling literature present or analyse dispatching heuristics. Also, dispatching 
rules are widely used in practice. In  fact, most real scheduling systems are either 
based on dispatching heuristics, or at least use them to some degree. Moreover, 
dispatching rules are sometimes the only heuristic approach capable of generating 
a solution within reasonable computation times for large instances. Furthermore, 
dispatching rules are also frequently used by other heuristic procedures, e.g. they 4 
are often used to generate the initial sequence required by local search or 
metaheuristic algorithms. 
Dispatching rules are constructive heuristics, i.e. they construct a solution one 
element or component (e.g. one job) at a time. Therefore, at each iteration a 
feasible element is added to the current partial solution. More specifically, 
dispatching heuristics typically calculate a priority or urgency rating for each 
unscheduled job each time the machine becomes available, and the job with the 
largest priority value is then selected for processing. 
These heuristics, as well as similar constructive heuristics, are deterministic, and 
therefore they are only capable of producing a single schedule. One way to 
enhance the performance of dispatching heuristics is by introducing 
randomization. In this context, each time a job is to be chosen, that selection is 
randomized, so a job different from the one with the largest priority value can be 
selected for processing. This randomized selection is usually performed in a 
greedy fashion, so that jobs with larger priorities have a higher probability of 
being chosen. 
Each time such a greedy randomized dispatching rule is used, a different schedule 
may then be obtained. Therefore, iteratively applying this greedy randomized rule 
leads to a more extensive search of the solution space. As such, the iterative 
greedy randomization of a dispatching rule can be an effective way of boosting 
the performance of dispatching heuristics or similar constructive procedures. 
Greedy randomized constructive heuristics are also used in the construction phase 
of the GRASP metaheuristic [13]. In this metaheuristic, greedy randomized 
solutions are first constructed, and then improved by a local search procedure, 
until a stopping criterion is met. 
 
Procedure 1: Greedy Randomized Construction 
1.  Set S = ∅ and U = {1, 2, … , n}. 
2.  While U ≠ ∅ 
2.1.  Calculate the priority value Ij for all jobs j ∈ U. 
2.2.  Create a candidate list CL of the unscheduled jobs that will be 
considered to be scheduled in the next position. 
2.3.  Calculate the score scj for all jobs j ∈ CL. 
2.4.  Calculate the biased score bscj for all jobs j ∈ CL. 5 
2.5.  Calculate the probability probj of selecting each job j ∈ CL: probj = 
bscj / Σj ∈ CL bscj. 
2.6.  Randomly select the next job to be scheduled from the jobs in CL 
according to the probabilities probj. 
2.7.  Add the selected job to set S and remove it from set U. 
3.  Return the schedule in set S. 
 
The pseudo-code for the greedy randomized construction of a schedule for the 
considered single machine scheduling problem is given in Procedure 1. Several 
different strategies may be used to perform steps 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4, thereby leading 
to different greedy randomized heuristic versions. 
In step 2.2, the candidate list can simply be set to all the unscheduled jobs in set 
U; this strategy will be denoted by All. In the GRASP metaheuristic, on the other 
hand, the candidate list is typically a subset of the unscheduled jobs, and is 
denoted by restricted candidate list (RCL). In this case, the RCL is usually 
constructed using a user-defined threshold parameter α ∈ [0, 1]. The RCL then 
contains the jobs with priority values Ij ∈ [Imax – α(Imax - Imin), Imax], where Imax 
and Imin are the maximum and minimum values of the priorities of all the 
unscheduled jobs, respectively. When α = 0, we obtain the deterministic heuristic, 
given that only the job with the largest priority value would be included in the 
RCL. On the other hand, the value α = 1 corresponds to the strategy All, since we 
would then have CL = U. 
In step 2.3, a score is calculated for each job in the candidate list. In the heuristic-
biased stochastic sampling approach proposed by Bresina [3], and denoted by HB, 
the score of a job is set equal to its rank. That is, the jobs are ordered in non-
increasing order of their priority values, and the score scj of job j is then set equal 
to its rank in this sorted order. Another approach, denoted by value-biased (VB) 
stochastic sampling, was proposed by Cicirello and Smith [4]. In the VB approach, 
the score of a job is set equal to its priority value, i.e. scj = Ij. 
The HB framework does not use the priorities of the underlying heuristic to their 
full potential, since it only uses those priorities to calculate the rank of each job. 
The VB approach fully utilizes the discriminatory power of the underlying 
dispatching heuristic, since the score of a job is set equal to its priority value. 
Therefore, and on the one hand, the VB framework distinguishes more clearly 6 
between scenarios where the priority values are closer, or quite distant. On the 
other hand, the HB approach can provide a better discrimination among the 
candidate jobs when all the priority values are quite close. A more detailed 
analysis and comparison of these two approaches can be found in [4]. 
Finally, in step 2.4 a bias function is applied to the score values, in order to obtain 
a biased score, which is then used in the next step to calculate the selection 
probability for each job. The use of a bias function provides a means of placing 
more or less emphasis on following the advice of the underlying dispatching 
heuristic and its priority index. Stronger (weaker) bias functions can be used when 
the underlying heuristic is stronger (weaker), or when it provides values in a very 
small (wider) range. For a detailed discussion of bias functions and their selection, 
please see [3, 4]. 
Bresina [3] proposed several bias functions, including polynomial, exponential 
and random bias functions, while Cicirello and Smith [4] used the polynomial bias 
function. In this paper, we consider only exponential and random bias functions. 
In the exponential bias function, the biased score of job j bscj is set equal to 
exp_base 
j sc − and exp_base
j sc  when the HB and VB strategies are used, 
respectively, where exp_base is the user-defined base of the exponential 
expression. 
The polynomial bias function (as well as several of the other functions proposed 
in [3]) was not considered, since it is not suited to negative priority values. 
Indeed, the polynomial bias function requires a non-negative score. This was the 
case for the ranks used in the HB approach of Bresina [3], and for the priority 
values of the underlying heuristic considered in Cicirello and Smith [4]. However, 
the priority index of the underlying dispatching heuristic used for the considered 
problem can generate negative priority values. Therefore, the exponential bias 
function was chosen since this was the only bias function (in addition to the 
random bias function) that could handle the negative score values that can appear 
when the VB strategy is used. 
In the random bias function, the biased score bscj is set equal to 1, for all jobs j ∈ 
CL. Therefore, all the jobs in the candidate list have an equal probability of being 
selected. This bias function is only used when the RCL strategy is employed in 
step 2.2. In this case, we are selecting at random from a restricted set that contains 
the jobs with the best priority values. The random bias function is not used in 7 
conjunction with the All approach, since that would correspond to generating 
completely random sequences. 
The proposed heuristics 
In this section, we describe the heuristics that were considered. A total of ten 
heuristics were analysed. Five heuristics were first obtained by using different 
combinations of the possible strategies described in the previous section for steps 
2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 of Procedure 1. The other five versions are then quite similar to 
these heuristics, and result simply from using a local search procedure after each 
greedy randomized construction, instead of only at the end of all greedy 
randomized constructions. These heuristics are described in detail in the next two 
subsections. 
Heuristics with a final improvement step 
The pseudo-code for the first five heuristics that were considered is given in 
Algorithm 1. These heuristics share the same framework, and differ only in the 
strategies chosen for steps 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 of Procedure 1. 
 
Algorithm 1: Greedy Randomized Dispatching Rule with Improvement Step 
1.  Generate the ETP sequence and calculate its objective function value (ofv). 
Set Sbest and ofvbest to the ETP sequence and ofv, respectively. 
2.  Set iter_no_improv = 0. 
3.  While (iter_no_improv < max_iter_no_improv) 
3.1.  Apply Procedure 1 to obtain a schedule and then calculate its ofv. Set S 
and ofvS equal to that schedule and its ofv, respectively. 
3.2.  If ofvS  < ofvbest, set Sbest = S, ofvbest = ofvS and iter_no_improv = 0. 
Otherwise, set iter_no_improv = iter_no_improv + 1. 
4.  Apply the 3SW improvement procedure to the best schedule found Sbest. Set 
Sbest and ofvbest to the sequence and ofv, respectively, of the schedule obtained 
after the application of the improvement procedure. 
5.  Return the schedule in Sbest and its ofv ofvbest. 
 
The underlying dispatching rule (and its corresponding priority index) is the 
ETP_v2 heuristic presented in Valente and Alves [25]. Indeed, this dispatching 8 
rule provided the best performance among all the dispatching heuristics analysed 
in [25]. In the following, the ETP_v2 dispatching rule will be denoted simply as 
ETP. In step 1, we first apply the ETP rule without any greedy randomization. 
Just as in Cicirrelo and Smith [4], this is done in order to assure that the algorithm 
will always generate the schedule that would be obtained by applying the 
underlying heuristic. 
In step 3, the algorithm uses Procedure 1 to generate greedy randomized 
sequences, updating the best schedule found (Sbest) and its objective function value 
(ofvbest) when appropriate. This is repeated until the stopping criterion is met. For 
the stopping criterion, we have selected the number of iterations without 
improvement in the best solution found. Therefore, the algorithm stops the greedy 
randomized constructions when the number of consecutive iterations without 
improvement in the best schedule found (iter_no_improv) reaches the maximum 
user-defined value max_iter_no_improv. 
In step 4, an improvement step is applied to the best schedule found. The 3-swap 
(3SW) improvement procedure was selected, since it was recommended among 
all the simple improvement procedures analysed in Valente and Alves [25]. The 
3SW method was also applied, as an improvement step, to the beam search 
heuristics considered in [21]. 
As previously mentioned, this common framework is shared by the first five 
heuristics, that then differ only in the choices made for steps 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 in 
Procedure 1. In the heuristic denoted by RCL, the RCL strategy and the random 
bias function are used in steps 2.2 and 2.4, respectively. Since the random bias 
function simply sets the biased score of each candidate job equal to 1, step 2.3 can 
be skipped. The heuristic All_HB (All_VB) uses the All strategy, the HB (VB) 
approach and the exponential bias function in steps 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4, respectively. 
Finally, the RCL_HB (RCL_VB) heuristic is similar to the All_HB (All_VB) 
procedure, with the exception that the RCL strategy is used instead of the All 
approach in step 2.2. 
Heuristics with local search 
The pseudo-code for the remaining five heuristics that were considered is given in 
Algorithm 2. 
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Algorithm 2: Greedy Randomized Dispatching Rule with Local Search 
1.  Generate the ETP sequence and apply the 3SW improvement procedure to that 
sequence. Set Sbest and ofvbest to the sequence obtained after the improvement 
procedure and its ofv, respectively. 
2.  Set iter_no_improv = 0. 
3.  While (iter_no_improv < max_iter_no_improv) 
3.1.  Apply Procedure 1 to obtain a schedule, and then apply the 3SW 
improvement procedure to that schedule. Set S and ofvS equal to the 
schedule obtained after the improvement procedure and its ofv, 
respectively. 
3.2.  If ofvS  < ofvbest, set Sbest = S, ofvbest = ofvS and iter_no_improv = 0. 
Otherwise, set iter_no_improv = iter_no_improv + 1. 
4.  Return the schedule in Sbest and its ofv ofvbest. 
 
These five heuristics use the same combinations of strategies for steps 2.2, 2.3 and 
2.4 in Procedure 1 as the heuristics described in the previous subsection. 
Therefore, and as can be seen from the pseudo-code of Algorithm 2, these 
versions differ from the previous ones only in the fact that the 3SW improvement 
procedure is applied to all the constructed schedules, instead of being applied only 
to the best of the constructed schedules, as a final improvement step. These 
procedures will be denoted by appending “_3SW” to the identifiers of the 
heuristics described in the previous subsection. These heuristics can be seen as 
simple GRASP algorithms, since each of the schedule constructions is followed 
by a local search procedure. 
We remark that the heuristics described in the previous subsection do not 
guarantee a better or equal schedule than the ETP dispatching rule (the subjacent 
heuristic) followed by the 3SW improvement procedure. The schedule obtained 
before the improvement step cannot be worse than the ETP schedule, since this 
schedule is generated in step 1 of Algorithm 1. However, due to the application of 
the final improvement step, it cannot be guaranteed that the procedures described 
in the previous subsection are not outperformed by the ETP dispatching rule 
followed by the 3SW improvement procedure. 
The _3SW versions presented in this section, on the other hand, are guaranteed to 
generate a final schedule that is at least as good as that of the ETP rule plus the 10 
3SW improvement procedure. Indeed, that schedule is generated in step 1 of these 
_3SW versions. 
Computational results 
In this section, we first present the set of test problems used in the computational 
tests. Then, the preliminary experiments that were performed to determine 
appropriate values for the parameters required by the heuristics are described. 
Finally, the computational results are presented. We first compare the greedy 
randomized constructive heuristics with the existing procedures, and the heuristic 
results are then evaluated against optimum objective function values for some 
instance sizes. Throughout this section, and in order to avoid excessively large 
tables, we will sometimes present results only for some representative cases. 
Experimental design 
The computational tests were performed on a set of problems with 10, 15, 20, 25, 
30, 40, 50, 75, 100, 250, 500, 750 and 1000 jobs. These problems were randomly 
generated as follows. For each job j, an integer processing time pj, an integer 
earliness penalty hj and an integer tardiness penalty wj were generated from one of 
the two uniform distributions [45, 55] and [1, 100], to create low (L) and high (H) 
variability, respectively. For each job j, an integer due date dj is generated from 
the uniform distribution [P(1 – T – R/2), P(1 – T + R/2)], where P is the sum of 
the processing times of all jobs, T is the tardiness factor, set at 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 
0.8 and 1.0, and R is the range of due dates, set at 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8. 
For each combination of problem size n, processing time and penalty variability 
(var), T and R, 50 instances were randomly generated. Therefore, a total of 1200 
instances were generated for each combination of problem size and variability. All 
the algorithms were coded in Visual C++ 6.0, and executed on a Pentium IV - 2.8 
GHz personal computer. Due to the large computational times that would be 
required, the RCL_HB, RCL_HB_3SW, RCL_VB and RCL_VB_3SW 
procedures were not applied to the 1000 job instances, and the All_HB, 
All_HB_3SW, All_VB and All_VB_3SW heuristics were only used on instances 
with up to 500 jobs. 11 
Preliminary tests 
Extensive preliminary test were conducted in order to determine adequate values 
for the parameters required by the several heuristics. A separate problem set was 
used to perform these preliminary experiments. This test set included instances 
with 10, 25, 50, 100, 250, 500, 1000 and 2000 instances, and contained 5 
instances for each combination of problem size, processing time and penalty 
variability, T and R. The instances in this smaller test set were generated just as 
previously described for the full problem set. 
The RCL heuristic requires a value for the threshold parameter α. An initial range 
of values between 0 and 1 was first considered, and the objective function value 
was computed for each value of α and each instance. These results were then 
analysed, and several successive additional ranges were then tested, with the 
values for each successive range being chosen according to the results obtained 
for the previous ranges. Based on these tests, the following formula was then 
chosen for setting the value of the threshold parameter: α = 0.1 / n. 
A similar approach was also used to determine an adequate value for the exp_base 
parameter required by the All_HB and All_VB heuristics. A fixed value of 4 
proved appropriate for the All_HB procedure. For the All_VB heuristic, however, 
the formula 1 + 0.1n
-0.33  was chosen for the exp_base parameter. 
The RCL_HB and RCL_VB heuristics require values for both the α and exp_base 
parameters. For these two heuristics, the following strategy was used to determine 
appropriate values for these parameters. On the one hand, we first set the 
threshold parameter at the formula previously derived for the RCL heuristic. 
Then, experiments similar to those described before were performed to determine 
an adequate value for the exp_base parameter. On the other hand, we also tried the 
opposite approach. That is, the exp_base parameter was first set at the value / 
formula previously obtained for the All_HB and All_VB heuristics, and 
experiments were then conducted to determine an appropriate value for the 
threshold parameter α. 
For both the RCL_HB and RCL_VB heuristics, the second approach provided 
better results. Therefore, the exp_base parameter was set at 4 and 1 + 0.1n
-0.33  for 
the RCL_HB and RCL_VB algorithms, respectively. The threshold parameter α 
was then set at 0.05 for n ≤ 50 and 0.002 when n > 50 for the RCL_HB heuristic. 12 
For the RCL_VB procedure, this parameter was instead set at 0.5 for n ≤ 25, 0.05 
when 25 < n < 100 and 0.002 when n ≥ 100. 
The five _3SW heuristics also require values for the threshold parameter α and / 
or the exp_base parameter. For each of these heuristics, these parameters were set 
equal to the values / formulas previously determined for their non _3SW 
counterparts, after some experiments showed that this approach indeed provided 
adequate results. 
The proposed heuristics also require a value for the maximum number of 
consecutive iterations without improvement in the best schedule found 
max_iter_no_improv. Since larger values of this parameter are likely to be 
required for larger instances, we considered several formulas that calculate the 
max_iter_no_improv parameter as an increasing function of the instance size n. 




0.23 were tested. For these functions, and as n increases from 10 to 2000, 
the value of max_iter_no_improv ranges from 10 to 50, 10 to 100 and 30 to 100, 
respectively. 
The _3SW versions are likely to require a lower value for the parameter 
max_iter_no_improv, since they apply an improvement procedure to each of the 




0.305. For these functions, the value of 
max_iter_no_improv ranges from 5 to 25, 5 to 50 and 10 to 50, respectively, as n 
goes from 10 up to 2000. The objective function values were then obtained for 
each instance and each of the functions for the parameter max_iter_no_improv. 
These results were analysed, and the functions 17.6n
0.23 and 5n
0.305 were then 
selected for the non _3SW and the _3SW versions, respectively. 
Finally, we remark that even though instances with up to 2000 jobs were used in 
the preliminary tests, the computational results presented in the next subsections 
were then obtained on a set that included instances with only up to 1000 jobs, as 
previously mentioned. This was necessary in order to keep the total computational 
time within acceptable limits. In fact, and on the one hand, the full test set is much 
larger than the set used in the preliminary tests. On the other hand, as described in 
the next subsection, the heuristics were also applied not one but several times to 
each instance, with different random number seeds, in order to best ascertain their 
average behaviour. 13 
Comparison with existing heuristics 
In this subsection, the proposed greedy randomized dispatching rules are 
compared with existing heuristics for the considered problem. More specifically, 
the greedy randomized heuristics are compared with the ETP dispatching rule 
presented in [25] and the recovering beam search algorithm, denoted by RBS, 
proposed in [21]. Both these algorithms include a final improvement step that uses 
the 3SW improvement method. The ETP rule, as previously mentioned, provided 
the best results among the dispatching heuristics analysed in [25]. The RBS 
procedure, on the other hand, is currently the best performing heuristic for the 
single machine quadratic earliness and tardiness problem. For each instance, 10 
independent runs, with different random number seeds, were performed for all the 
greedy randomized dispatching rules. 
Table 1 provides the mean relative improvement in objective function value over 
the ETP and the RBS procedures (denoted by %imp – ETP and %imp – RBS, 
respectively). In table 2, we give the percentage number of times four selected 
greedy randomized heuristic versions perform better (<), equal (=) or worse (>) 
than the ETP and RBS procedures. 
The relative improvement over the ETP and RBS heuristics is calculated as 
(heur_ofv – grdr_ofv) / heur_ofv * 100, where heur_ofv and grdr_ofv are the 
objective function values of the appropriate heuristic (ETP or RBS) and the 
appropriate greedy randomized dispatching rule, respectively. The avg (best) 
column provides the relative improvement calculated with the average (best) of 
the objective function values obtained for all the 10 runs. The results in the avg 
column provide an indication of the relative improvement we can achieve if the 
procedure is executed only once, while the best column shows the improvement 
that can be obtained if the algorithm is allowed to perform 10 runs. 
The processing time and penalty variability has a significant impact on the 
difficulty of the problem, and therefore on the results obtained by the several 
heuristic procedures and their comparison. When the variability is low, the 
problem is much easier, and even simple procedures obtain optimum or near 
optimum results, so there is little or no room for improvement. This has been 
previously established and discussed in [25, 21], and will also be shown quite 
clearly by the comparison with the optimum results provided in the next 
subsection. 14 
For the low variability instances, the performance of the several procedures is 
virtually identical. Even though there are differences in the objective function 
values, as evidenced by the results in table 2, these values are nevertheless 
extremely close, as can be seen by the 0.00 relative improvements given in table 
1. When the variability is high, however, the problem becomes significantly more 
difficult, and the difference in performance between the several algorithms is 
much more noticeable. 
The _3SW versions are clearly superior to their non _3SW counterparts, as can be 
seen by the relative improvement values and the objective function comparison 
provided in tables 1 and 2. This is to be expected, since the _3SW versions apply 
an improvement procedure to each constructed schedule, instead of only applying 
it to the best of the generated schedules, as a final improvement step. 
The All_VB and RCL_VB are the best of the greedy randomized dispatching 
rules. For the small to medium instances, the All_HB and RCL_HB outperform 
the RCL heuristic. However, for the medium to large instances, the RCL 
algorithm is superior to the _HB heuristics. 
The All_VB (All_HB) and the RCL_VB (RCL_HB) provide similar results in 
terms of solution quality, particularly for the larger instances, where the 
performance of these heuristics is virtually identical. The VB approach is clearly 
superior, for the considered problem, to the HB strategy. Therefore, and in this 
particular case, the more intensive use of the discriminatory power of the 
underlying heuristic allowed by the VB approach leads to a better performance. 
All of the proposed heuristics clearly outperform the ETP dispatching rule (their 
underlying heuristic). Therefore, the greedy randomization of this dispatching 
heuristic indeed proved to be an effective way of improving its performance for 
the considered problem. The relative improvement over the ETP rule, although 
always clearly positive, tends to decrease with the instance size. 
When the best result over the 10 runs are considered, the best performing of the 
proposed heuristic (All_VB_3SW, RCL_VB_3SW and their non _3SW 
counterparts) provide a minor positive relative improvement over the RBS 
algorithm. However, when the average result is used, the relative improvement is 
negative. Therefore, when the average performance is considered, the RBS 
procedure outperforms the proposed heuristics, particularly in small to medium 
size instances. 15 
Indeed, as the instance size increases, and as can be seen by the results in tables 1 
and 2, the average performance of the proposed heuristics versus the RBS 
algorithm improves. For the largest instances, as seen in table 1, the average 
results of the best performing of the proposed heuristics are quite close, or nearly 
identical, to those of the RBS procedure. This is particularly relevant, since 
dispatching rules and greedy randomized dispatching rules are usually heuristics 
that are suited to large instances that cannot be solved in reasonable time by other 
types of heuristic procedures. 
Therefore, it is actually quite positive that, as the instance size increases, the 
performance of the greedy randomized heuristics becomes similar to that of the 
best existing heuristic for small to medium size instances. Indeed, this seems to 
indicate that the level of performance allowed by the RBS heuristic for small to 
medium size instances can also be achieved by the best of the proposed greedy 
randomized heuristics for large instances. 
In table 3, we present the effect of the T and R parameters on the relative 
improvement (calculated with the average objective function value) over the ETP 
dispatching rule, for instances with 100 jobs. The relative improvement is quite 
minor for the extreme values of T (T = 0.0 and T = 1.0) When the tardiness factor 
assumes more intermediate values, the relative difference in objective function 
values becomes larger. 
This is in accordance with the results previously obtained in [25, 21]. Indeed, the 
problem is much easier when most jobs are early (T = 0.0) or tardy (T = 1.0); 
again, this will also be shown quite clearly in the next subsection. For the more 
intermediate values of T, the number of early and tardy jobs becomes more 
balanced, and the problem becomes harder. Therefore, there is more room for 
improvement in the harder instances with intermediate values of the tardiness 
factor. 
The heuristic runtimes (in seconds) are presented in table 4. For the proposed 
heuristics, we give the average runtime, i.e. the average of the runtimes for each 
of the 10 runs. The RBS algorithm is computationally demanding, and can only be 
applied to small and medium size instances. As expected, the ETP dispatching 
rule is quite clearly the most efficient of the heuristic procedures. The proposed 
heuristics, though naturally more demanding than the ETP rule, are still 16 
computationally efficient, and can solve even large instances in reasonable 
computation times. 
The _3SW versions are faster than their non _3SW counterparts, which may seem 
surprising. However, this can be explained by the stopping criterion that was 
chosen, i.e. the number of iterations without improving the best solution found. 
The _3SW versions apply the improvement procedure to each constructed 
solution, and can therefore reach very good solutions in few iterations. The non 
_3SW versions only apply the improvement procedure at the end of the 
constructions, and may then require many more constructions / iterations to 
generate very good schedules. This is evidenced by the fact that, as mentioned in 
the previous subsection, the preliminary tests showed that a lower maximum 
number of iterations without improvement could be used in the _3SW versions. 
The versions that use a RCL strategy are also much faster than the heuristics that 
include all the unscheduled jobs in the candidate list. 
The RBS procedure is a good choice for small and up to medium size instances, 
since it can solve these instances within reasonable computation times, and its 
performance is better than the average performance of the proposed procedures. 
For larger instances, however, the RCL_VB_3SW is the recommended heuristic. 
Actually, this procedure is also a good alternative to the RBS algorithm for the 
largest of the middle size instances, since its average performance is similar to 
that of the RBS procedure for those instances. 
The RCL_VB_3SW procedure is also the best performing of the proposed 
heuristics, along with the All_VB_3SW algorithm, in terms of solution quality. 
However, the RCL_VB_3SW heuristic is much more computationally efficient 
that its All_ counterpart. 
Comparison with optimum results 
In this subsection, the heuristics are compared with optimum objective function 
values, for instances with up to 20 jobs. Table 5 gives the average of the relative 
deviations from the optimum (%dev), calculated as (H - O) / O * 100, where H 
and O are the heuristic and the optimum objective function values, respectively. 
The percentage number of times each heuristic generates an optimum schedule 
(%opt) is also provided. 17 
The results given in table 5 confirm that, as mentioned in the previous subsection, 
the problem becomes significantly more difficult when the processing time and 
penalty variability is high. For the low variability instances, all the heuristic 
procedures, including the simple ETP dispatching rule, provide optimum results 
for nearly all instances. When the variability is high, however, the problem 
becomes harder, and there is more room to improve upon the ETP results. Indeed, 
all the other heuristic procedures clearly outperform the ETP rule for the high 
variability instances. 
The RBS algorithm performs quite well, both providing a low relative deviation 
from the optimum, and obtaining the optimum solution for a large percentage of 
the instances. The best of the proposed heuristics also perform quite well. In fact, 
their relative deviation from the optimum is usually less than 1%, and they 
achieve an optimum solution for over 80% of the instances. The RCL and 
RCL_3SW are the worst performing of the proposed heuristics on these smallest 
instances. Nevertheless, they are still only about 3% above the optimum, and 
usually obtain optimum results for over 70% of the instances. 
In table 6, we present the effect of the T and R parameters on the relative deviation 
from the optimum, for instances with 20 jobs. Again, the results given in this table 
confirm that, as previously mentioned, the problem is much harder when there is a 
greater balance between the number of early and tardy jobs. 
In fact, when T ≤ 0.2 or T ≥ 0.8, all the heuristics are optimal or nearly optimal. 
However, the relative deviation from the optimum is higher when T = 0.4 and T = 
0.6, particularly when the due date range is low. For these instances, the relative 
improvement over the ETP rule given by the RBS algorithm and the proposed 
heuristic procedures is much higher. 
Conclusion 
In this paper, we presented greedy randomized dispatching heuristics for the 
single machine scheduling problem with quadratic earliness and tardiness costs, 
and no machine idle time. Several different heuristic versions were considered. 
On the one hand, these versions correspond to different combinations of strategies 
for the construction of the candidate list, the calculation of the biased score and 
the choice of bias function. On the other hand, we also considered versions with 18 
only a final improvement step, as well as versions where a local search is 
performed after each greedy randomized construction. 
Extensive initial experiments were first performed, in order to determine adequate 
values for the parameters required by the proposed heuristics. These heuristics 
were then compared with the ETP dispatching rule (their underlying heuristic) and 
the RBS algorithm (the best of the existing heuristic procedures), as well as with 
optimum solutions for the smaller instance sizes. 
The _3SW versions were superior to their non _3SW counterparts, in both 
solution quality and computation time. The All_ and RCL_ heuristics provided 
similar results in terms of solution quality, but the RCL_ versions were 
significantly faster. Also, the VB approach was clearly superior to the HB strategy. 
The proposed heuristic procedures noticeably outperformed the ETP rule (their 
underlying heuristic), so the greedy randomization of this dispatching rule was 
indeed an effective way of improving its performance. The best of the proposed 
heuristics also provided results that were quite close to the optimum, and 
generated an optimum solution for over 80% of the instances. 
The RBS procedure is still a good choice for small and medium size instances. 
Indeed, this algorithm not only can solve these instances within reasonable 
computation times, but its performance is also usually better than the average 
performance of the proposed procedures. 
For larger instances, however, the RBS algorithm is too computationally 
demanding, and the RCL_VB_3SW procedure is then the heuristic of choice. 
Actually, this procedure is also an alternative to the RBS algorithm for the larger 
of the middle size instances, since for these instances its average performance is 
similar to that of the RBS heuristic. Therefore, the best of the proposed algorithms 
is an alternative for medium size instances, and the new recommended heuristic 
for the large instances. 
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Table 1 Comparison with the ETP and RBS heuristics – relative improvement 
      low var     high var 
    %imp - ETP    %imp - RBS    %imp - ETP    %imp - RBS 
n  heur  best  avg     best  avg     best  avg     best  avg 
50  RCL  0.00  0.00    0.00  0.00    1.46  1.22    -0.76  -1.03 
  All_HB  0.00  0.00    0.00  0.00    2.18  1.39    0.06  -0.81 
  All_VB  0.00  0.00    0.00  0.00    2.45  1.88    0.36  -0.27 
  RCL_HB  0.00  0.00    0.00  0.00    2.24  1.51    0.12  -0.69 
  RCL_VB  0.00  0.00    0.00  0.00    2.47  1.89    0.38  -0.26 
  RCL_3SW  0.00  0.00    0.00  0.00    1.68  1.41    -0.53  -0.83 
  All_HB_3SW  0.00  0.00    0.00  0.00    2.33  1.58    0.22  -0.63 
  All_VB_3SW  0.00  0.00    0.00  0.00    2.58  1.89    0.49  -0.27 
  RCL_HB_3SW  0.00  0.00    0.00  0.00    2.29  1.53    0.18  -0.68 
  RCL_VB_3SW  0.00  0.00    0.00  0.00    2.44  1.88    0.33  -0.28 
                         
100  RCL  0.00  0.00    0.00  0.00    1.25  1.01    -0.17  -0.42 
  All_HB  0.00  0.00    0.00  0.00    1.32  0.88    -0.09  -0.55 
  All_VB  0.00  0.00    0.00  0.00    1.73  1.27    0.35  -0.14 
  RCL_HB  0.00  0.00    0.00  0.00    1.18  0.83    -0.24  -0.61 
  RCL_VB  0.00  0.00    0.00  0.00    1.48  1.13    0.08  -0.30 
  RCL_3SW  0.00  0.00    0.00  0.00    1.39  1.14    -0.02  -0.29 
  All_HB_3SW  0.00  0.00    0.00  0.00    1.51  1.03    0.10  -0.41 
  All_VB_3SW  0.00  0.00    0.00  0.00    1.80  1.36    0.41  -0.06 
  RCL_HB_3SW  0.00  0.00    0.00  0.00    1.25  0.85    -0.17  -0.59 
  RCL_VB_3SW  0.00  0.00    0.00  0.00    1.51  1.16    0.11  -0.27 
                         
250  RCL  0.00  0.00    0.00  0.00    0.72  0.52    0.04  -0.17 
  All_HB  0.00  0.00    0.00  0.00    0.60  0.41    -0.09  -0.28 
  All_VB  0.00  0.00    0.00  0.00    0.84  0.60    0.16  -0.08 
  RCL_HB  0.00  0.00    0.00  0.00    0.59  0.41    -0.09  -0.28 
  RCL_VB  0.00  0.00    0.00  0.00    0.82  0.60    0.15  -0.08 
  RCL_3SW  0.00  0.00    0.00  0.00    0.78  0.59    0.10  -0.10 
  All_HB_3SW  0.00  0.00    0.00  0.00    0.62  0.45    -0.06  -0.24 
  All_VB_3SW  0.00  0.00    0.00  0.00    0.86  0.64    0.19  -0.04 
  RCL_HB_3SW  0.00  0.00    0.00  0.00    0.62  0.44    -0.07  -0.25 
  RCL_VB_3SW  0.00  0.00    0.00  0.00    0.86  0.64    0.18  -0.04 
                         
500  RCL  0.00  0.00    0.00  0.00    0.43  0.30    0.03  -0.10 
  All_HB  0.00  0.00    0.00  0.00    0.31  0.22    -0.09  -0.18 
  All_VB  0.00  0.00    0.00  0.00    0.50  0.36    0.11  -0.04 
  RCL_HB  0.00  0.00    0.00  0.00    0.31  0.22    -0.09  -0.18 
  RCL_VB  0.00  0.00    0.00  0.00    0.50  0.36    0.10  -0.04 
  RCL_3SW  0.00  0.00    0.00  0.00    0.46  0.35    0.07  -0.05 
  All_HB_3SW  0.00  0.00    0.00  0.00    0.33  0.25    -0.07  -0.15 
  All_VB_3SW  0.00  0.00    0.00  0.00    0.52  0.40    0.13  0.00 
  RCL_HB_3SW  0.00  0.00    0.00  0.00    0.33  0.24    -0.07  -0.15 




Table 2 Comparison with the ETP and RBS heuristics – percentage of better, equal and worse 
results 
         All_VB     RCL_VB     All_VB_3SW     RCL_VB_3SW 
heur  var  n  <  =  >     <  =  >     <  =  >     <  =  > 
ETP  L  25  0.1  99.9  0.0    0.2  99.8  0.0    3.4  96.6  0.0    3.3  96.7  0.0 
    50  0.0  100.0  0.0    0.4  99.6  0.0    8.2  91.8  0.0    7.1  92.9  0.0 
    75  0.0  100.0  0.0    0.1  99.9  0.0    12.0  88.0  0.0    11.0  89.0  0.0 
    100  0.0  100.0  0.0    1.5  97.8  0.7    15.0  85.0  0.0    2.3  97.7  0.0 
    250  0.0  100.0  0.0    2.9  96.5  0.6    31.1  68.9  0.0    18.5  81.5  0.0 
    500  0.0  100.0  0.0    0.6  99.1  0.3    47.8  52.2  0.0    41.5  58.5  0.0 
                                   
  H  25  27.6  70.4  2.0    27.5  70.5  2.0    33.0  67.0  0.0    32.9  67.1  0.0 
    50  31.9  65.2  3.0    33.3  63.4  3.2    49.4  50.7  0.0    48.3  51.7  0.0 
    75  30.0  67.8  2.2    32.5  64.9  2.6    59.9  40.1  0.0    59.7  40.4  0.0 
    100  31.1  67.2  1.7    33.9  63.6  2.6    64.1  36.0  0.0    55.6  44.4  0.0 
    250  26.9  71.9  1.2    31.3  66.1  2.6    79.6  20.4  0.0    75.8  24.2  0.0 
    500  26.4  72.5  1.2    27.7  71.0  1.3    86.1  13.9  0.0    86.2  13.8  0.0 
                                   
RBS  L  25  0.3  96.1  3.6    0.3  96.1  3.6    0.6  98.9  0.6    0.6  98.8  0.6 
    50  0.7  92.4  6.9    0.8  92.5  6.7    2.6  96.7  0.7    2.4  95.9  1.7 
    75  1.3  91.2  7.5    1.3  91.3  7.4    6.5  92.7  0.8    6.1  92.1  1.8 
    100  1.8  88.1  10.2    2.0  88.2  9.8    9.0  89.8  1.2    2.7  88.3  9.1 
    250  4.0  83.0  13.0    4.7  82.6  12.7    25.7  72.3  2.0    15.0  76.5  8.6 
    500  7.0  76.5  16.5    7.0  76.5  16.5    42.4  55.7  1.9    35.0  58.2  6.8 
                                   
  H  25  7.8  72.9  19.3    7.6  73.0  19.4    10.9  75.6  13.6    10.8  75.7  13.5 
    50  16.0  52.7  31.2    16.3  53.2  30.6    24.0  57.6  18.4    23.0  57.6  19.4 
    75  19.5  43.5  37.0    20.2  43.7  36.1    34.9  42.8  22.3    34.4  43.2  22.4 
    100  21.0  42.5  36.5    21.2  41.0  37.8    41.5  34.8  23.8    31.8  40.2  28.0 
    250  17.1  47.4  35.4    20.8  44.1  35.1    59.0  17.6  23.4    55.1  21.6  23.3 




Table 3 Relative improvement over the ETP heuristic for instances with 100 jobs 
      low var     high var 
heur  T  R=0.2  R=0.4  R=0.6  R=0.8     R=0.2  R=0.4  R=0.6  R=0.8 
All_VB  0.0  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000    0.0000  0.0001  0.0005  0.0000 
  0.2  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000    0.1295  0.0370  0.0297  0.0034 
  0.4  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000    1.9627  1.4985  1.2954  0.7138 
  0.6  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000    5.6089  5.1189  5.7313  2.3034 
  0.8  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000    5.5368  0.5944  0.0212  0.0093 
  1.0  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000    0.0000  0.0005  0.0003  0.0007 
                     
RCL_VB  0.0  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000    0.0000  0.0001  0.0005  0.0000 
  0.2  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000    0.1006  0.0338  0.0300  0.0037 
  0.4  0.0000  0.0000  0.0001  0.0001    1.5888  1.3444  1.1826  0.6494 
  0.6  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0001    4.4836  4.4677  5.2286  2.3719 
  0.8  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000    5.1176  0.4817  0.0186  0.0036 
  1.0  -0.0003  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000    0.0000  0.0005  0.0000  0.0003 
                     
All_VB_3SW  0.0  0.0002  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000    0.0002  0.0007  0.0009  0.0004 
  0.2  0.0020  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000    0.1569  0.0479  0.0376  0.0074 
  0.4  0.0018  0.0000  0.0001  0.0001    1.9915  1.7606  1.5165  1.0325 
  0.6  0.0021  0.0001  0.0000  0.0001    5.4508  5.3918  6.2444  3.2295 
  0.8  0.0014  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000    5.0647  0.6185  0.0173  0.0158 
  1.0  0.0001  0.0001  0.0000  0.0000    0.0005  0.0011  0.0007  0.0012 
                     
RCL_VB_3SW  0.0  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000    0.0003  0.0007  0.0009  0.0004 
  0.2  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000    0.1094  0.0433  0.0386  0.0069 
  0.4  0.0000  0.0000  0.0001  0.0001    1.5974  1.5270  1.2265  0.9139 
  0.6  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0001    4.2658  4.5386  5.4324  2.9087 
  0.8  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000    4.7235  0.5193  0.0119  0.0044 




Table 4 Runtimes (in seconds) 
var  heur  n=25  n=50  n=75  n=100  n=250  n=500  n=750 
L  ETP  0.0002  0.0004  0.0004  0.0009  0.0037  0.0129  0.0273 
  RBS  0.0071  0.0366  0.1043  0.2263  3.2328  25.8692  --- 
  RCL  0.0017  0.0069  0.0174  0.0341  0.3011  1.2955  3.0234 
  All_HB  0.0043  0.0198  0.0474  0.0911  0.7134  3.5024  --- 
  All_VB  0.0045  0.0197  0.0471  0.0877  0.6636  3.2884  --- 
  RCL_HB  0.0023  0.0074  0.0191  0.0386  0.2118  0.8596  2.0613 
  RCL_VB  0.0031  0.0073  0.0164  0.0376  0.1948  0.8424  2.0326 
  RCL_3SW  0.0021  0.0060  0.0118  0.0196  0.1072  0.4557  1.0853 
  All_HB_3SW  0.0039  0.0136  0.0293  0.0535  0.3810  1.9825  --- 
  All_VB_3SW  0.0041  0.0148  0.0320  0.0581  0.3978  2.0601  --- 
  RCL_HB_3SW  0.0024  0.0075  0.0119  0.0199  0.1144  0.5246  1.3270 
  RCL_VB_3SW  0.0034  0.0082  0.0169  0.0201  0.1174  0.5460  1.3843 
                 
H  ETP  0.0002  0.0004  0.0007  0.0010  0.0042  0.0137  0.0285 
  RBS  0.0073  0.0382  0.1087  0.2400  3.3756  27.5335  --- 
  RCL  0.0021  0.0081  0.0183  0.0337  0.2447  1.1170  2.7233 
  All_HB  0.0052  0.0231  0.0557  0.1076  0.8594  4.3028  --- 
  All_VB  0.0072  0.0296  0.0667  0.1247  1.0064  5.3147  --- 
  RCL_HB  0.0035  0.0149  0.0213  0.0379  0.2693  1.2518  3.1798 
  RCL_VB  0.0057  0.0169  0.0382  0.0395  0.2723  1.2448  3.1108 
  RCL_3SW  0.0031  0.0098  0.0202  0.0346  0.2070  0.8798  2.0231 
  All_HB_3SW  0.0049  0.0179  0.0404  0.0753  0.5544  2.8535  --- 
  All_VB_3SW  0.0045  0.0177  0.0414  0.0788  0.6374  3.5226  --- 
  RCL_HB_3SW  0.0037  0.0133  0.0181  0.0323  0.2106  0.9951  2.4595 




Table 5 Comparison with optimum objective function values 
      n=10     n=15     n=20 
var  heur  %dev  %opt     %dev  %opt     %dev  %opt 
L  ETP  0.01  98.50    0.00  97.92    0.00  96.58 
  RBS  0.00  99.92    0.00  100.00    0.00  99.67 
  RCL  0.01  98.50    0.00  98.08    0.00  96.75 
  All_HB  0.00  98.82    0.00  98.33    0.00  96.94 
  All_VB  0.00  98.94    0.00  98.18    0.00  96.74 
  RCL_HB  0.01  98.53    0.00  98.74    0.00  97.93 
  RCL_VB  0.00  99.06    0.00  98.18    0.00  96.83 
  RCL_3SW  0.01  98.50    0.00  98.16    0.00  96.83 
  All_HB_3SW  0.00  99.37    0.00  99.19    0.00  98.72 
  All_VB_3SW  0.00  99.82    0.00  99.80    0.00  99.73 
  RCL_HB_3SW  0.01  98.50    0.00  98.78    0.00  97.94 
  RCL_VB_3SW  0.00  99.65    0.00  99.75    0.00  99.64 
                   
H  ETP  4.69  80.75    5.17  70.67    5.89  64.83 
  RBS  0.22  95.67    0.91  87.92    1.40  82.50 
  RCL  2.98  84.67    2.97  74.66    3.86  68.32 
  All_HB  0.30  89.19    0.62  77.13    1.11  69.43 
  All_VB  0.31  91.75    0.65  81.39    0.96  74.97 
  RCL_HB  1.22  88.24    0.94  78.08    1.11  71.86 
  RCL_VB  0.27  91.66    0.66  81.11    0.90  75.52 
  RCL_3SW  2.89  86.38    2.70  77.88    3.43  73.60 
  All_HB_3SW  0.09  93.78    0.47  85.94    0.92  80.49 
  All_VB_3SW  0.31  93.22    0.63  85.63    1.03  80.48 
  RCL_HB_3SW  0.97  89.74    0.85  82.07    1.22  77.60 




Table 6 Relative deviation from the optimum for instances with 20 jobs 
      low var     high var 
heur  T  R=0.2  R=0.4  R=0.6  R=0.8     R=0.2  R=0.4  R=0.6  R=0.8 
ETP  0.0  0.0004  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000    0.0054  0.0543  0.0140  0.0001 
  0.2  0.0317  0.0002  0.0000  0.0000    0.5377  0.2511  0.2774  0.0913 
  0.4  0.0029  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000    13.3533  14.8223  9.4076  10.5652 
  0.6  0.0112  0.0000  0.0033  0.0000    33.8728  20.3533  12.3946  10.0530 
  0.8  0.0030  0.0002  0.0002  0.0005    10.2736  3.7647  0.8524  0.3565 
  1.0  0.0013  0.0002  0.0000  0.0000    0.0396  0.0298  0.0300  0.0112 
                     
RBS  0.0  0.0001  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000    0.0000  0.0003  0.0005  0.0000 
  0.2  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000    0.1049  0.0038  0.0000  0.0049 
  0.4  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000    3.8803  6.2191  0.6814  0.8040 
  0.6  0.0000  0.0004  0.0000  0.0000    10.9426  3.6340  2.6383  0.7352 
  0.8  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000    2.6138  1.0529  0.0310  0.1715 
  1.0  0.0005  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000    0.0050  0.0021  0.0057  0.0000 
                     
All_VB  0.0  0.0004  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000    0.0000  0.0008  0.0005  0.0000 
  0.2  0.0094  0.0002  0.0000  0.0000    0.1171  0.0351  0.0132  0.0165 
  0.4  0.0029  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000    2.4528  2.7568  1.9141  1.7032 
  0.6  0.0034  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000    7.4985  3.1782  2.3329  0.2891 
  0.8  0.0030  0.0002  0.0002  0.0000    0.2304  0.3869  0.0000  0.0000 
  1.0  0.0013  0.0002  0.0000  0.0000    0.0000  0.0000  0.0056  0.0000 
                     
RCL_VB  0.0  0.0004  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000    0.0000  0.0008  0.0005  0.0039 
  0.2  0.0030  0.0002  0.0000  0.0000    0.1205  0.0351  0.0132  0.0165 
  0.4  0.0029  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000    2.4932  2.9536  1.7284  2.0018 
  0.6  0.0034  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000    6.5415  2.5218  2.4602  0.2088 
  0.8  0.0030  0.0002  0.0002  0.0005    0.2835  0.2996  0.0001  0.0000 
  1.0  0.0013  0.0002  0.0000  0.0000    0.0000  0.0007  0.0000  0.0000 
                     
All_VB_3SW  0.0  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000    0.0000  0.0008  0.0005  0.0000 
  0.2  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000    0.1043  0.0295  0.0110  0.0150 
  0.4  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000    2.8210  5.3817  0.7099  1.6883 
  0.6  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000    8.6694  2.7382  2.1512  0.1012 
  0.8  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000    0.1238  0.2734  0.0000  0.0000 
  1.0  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000    0.0000  0.0007  0.0026  0.0000 
                     
RCL_VB_3SW  0.0  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000    0.0000  0.0008  0.0005  0.0000 
  0.2  0.0008  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000    0.0858  0.0295  0.0110  0.0150 
  0.4  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000    3.2376  5.2712  0.5842  1.7702 
  0.6  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000    7.8860  2.6756  2.1241  0.5020 
  0.8  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000    0.1319  0.2840  0.0000  0.0000 
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